
Obligate is running a leading platform and infrastructure for blockchain-based securities. We are
currently hiring a passionate and motivated

Blockchain Legal Internship (40-50%, hybrid)

About Obligate

Obligate is a pioneering blockchain-based securities company headquartered in Zurich. We enable
companies to issue on-chain bonds and structured products in a decentralized and regulated
environment. Obligate is backed by SIX Fintech Ventures, Circle and other leading venture capital
firms.

How the role will look like

● Regulatory assessment and advice regarding running our platform: stay informed about
changes in laws, regulations, and industry standards affecting the blockchain sector and
assist in updating internal policies and procedures accordingly.

● Transaction structuring: enabling the structuring our our customers’ issuances
● Contract review: review and draft contracts, agreements, policies and legal documents
● Compliance: Support our compliance team with solving legal questions
● General legal and admin support

What you should bring

● Completed BLaw (or in the last semester)
● Keen interest in blockchain technologies, regulation and securities law
● Enjoyment of challenges and eagerness to learn (you don’t have to bring extensive

knowledge, but you must have fun in quickly learning new things)
● Self-motivated, independent and structured working approach
● Fluency in English and German

What we are offering

● you will learn many new things and benefit from a team of leading finance, legal and tech
experts

● you will take on responsibility and drive things ahead
● you will position yourself as a lawyer in a extremely dynamic, global market
● you will be at the forefront of innovation in global fin-legal-tech
● you can have flexible working hours to accommodate to your academic schedules
● you will have company retreats with your colleagues every now and then
● Salary of CHF 1’300-1’600

If you have any questions about the role, our Co-Founder and Chief Legal Officer, Dr. Stephan D.
Meyer, RA, LL.M, EMBA (stephan@obligate.com), is happy to answer them.

If you think that you could be a good fit, please submit your CV and a motivation letter that also
answers the following two questions:

● What makes you excited about this opportunity?
● What achievement in your life are you most proud of and why?

to our Operations Manager, Linda Pho (linda@obligate.com).

We are looking forward to hearing from you!
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